






Scatchet Head Water District meeting, March 2023 

Action Items  

1. Sandra – Continue to monitor % water loss. Commissioners and Sandra should monitor this quarterly. 

2. Area near the wells might be undermined by water.   After assessing the property in February, it was 

determined that no immediate action needed to take place.  Commissioners will monitor the area 

monthly. 

3.  Jill will urge Wilson to complete the total cost amount by April;  a special meeting with Curt, 

commissioners, and the Citizens Advisory Committee to discuss options is scheduled for April 25th at 

10am. 

4. Violation letter – Copper and Lead – Samples were taken, chain of custody shows  they were delivered 

to the lab, but results were not provided. Were they lost? We  need to get additional samples next year 

during the sampling window. Advice from the Department of Health is to take 2 samples this year. 

5. Nic and electrician to work on a cost estimate for improving the electrical system at Guemes so that 

individual booster pumps are all on individual circuits. Previous electrician left and King needs to start 

over with a new person. Ongoing.  

6. Sandra to get a marker for the valve on George & Samish which we would turn off  in the event of a 

large-scale emergency.  Covers for meters that were run over by the lawn mower will be installed and 

billed to SHCC.  Both work orders should be done in the next two weeks. 

7.  Sandra to prepare a resolution to raise rates $15 per quarter starting with August 2023 billing.  Sandra 

will have a new contract prepared between SHWD and King Water including King taking care of the 

backwash pond and adding a clause to get reports to commissioners 24 hours in advance of the monthly 

meeting.  Will also increase the “over base fee rates''. 

8.  Jaci will call Pioneer Tree Service to schedule the alder tree removal at the pump house on 

George.  We'll also schedule Pioneer to offer  guidance regarding SHWD trees on Guemes that might be 

a problem to a neighboring property. 

9. Leak forgiveness policy needs to be part of the Commissioner's Handbook. 

10.  What has happened with Sandra getting us information regarding El Dorado fees for taking credit 

card payments?  This was old business for several months of meetings, from September 2022-December, 

2022. Then it wasn't on the agenda any longer. 

 



March 2023 Radio Stats 
 
B1, Jordan, heard B3, B4, B6, B7 
B2, Randall, did not participate 
B3, Dori, heard B1, B4, B6, and B7 
B4, John, heard B3, B6, B7 
B5, Sharon, did not participate 
B6, Jaci, heard B1, B7, and B10 
B7, Kathy, heard B1, B3, B4, B6, and B10 
B8 did not participate and I'm looking for a replacement; has not joined any of our 6 drills. 
B9,Joanne, did not participate 
B10, Jill, heard only B6 
B11 and B12, Rick and Dave, did not participate 
 




